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MUACLP: Modeling Unified Architecture of
Cross Layer Parameters Strategy of Handoff for
Next Generation Wireless Network
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Abstract: The Quality of Service and Quality of experience is
always a goal of future generation wireless systems. A suitably
designed handoff plays an important role in achieving these goals.
The traditional methods of handoff for wireless systems pose
challenges in handling the smooth transition in the
heterogeneous architecture of future generation architecture.
This paper induces a model for synchronization of seamless
handoff for a mobile user from a unified access point of a large
cell to the small cell. The study is carried out considering a novel
analytical model for facilitating a better form of vertical handoff
mechanism in order to facilitate communication over 5G
networks. The modeling is carried out considering the efficiency
of channel capacity as well as considering near real-time
constraint of latency and throughput. The typical design
assumption for the unified architecture of the model for the
handoff is for future generation wireless network that includes
various physical layer parameters. For an effective analysis, the
study considers that the receiving node will be identified on the
basis of the non-erroneous node as the idea is to increase the
proper utilization of the network resources. The core agenda of
the study will be to ensure that irrespective of any form of traffic
intensity as well as variable resource availability, the proposed
scheme should be able to offer an extensive communication with
the seamless performance during handoff operation . The study
outcome exhibits that the proposed system offers better vertical
handoff performance in contrast to the existing system on various
test cases.
Keywords : Vertical handoff, 5G communication, data delivery,
constraint .

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous up-gradation and evolvement of wireless
communication standards from 2G to 5G to provision
seamless data service to be communicated through the
Internet. The statistics of the research outcomes show that the
user demand is continuously increasing for the data services
by using various kinds of data-driven applications by mobile
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node users. The innovations and inventions in the global
connectivity of various physical objects as the Internet of
things (IoT) require communication with a high level of
scalability and fault tolerance capacity. The fixed base station
context in the traditional previous generation cellular network
poses design constraints on the future generation networks
due to the inflexible design of the equipment, whereas in the
next-generation networks, the system must adaptive [1].
Therefore, the future generation wireless networks (FGWN)
designs aim for the highly reliable with optimal quality of
services (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) balance to
be synchronous with different date rates operating at varied
frequency bands to make it highly scalable to offer large user
base connectivity. So that the FGWN can provide spectrum
with the large nodes and varied application support, the
seamless handoff between the two distinguished cell
architecture of past and future generation access points need
to be designed efficiently by considering all the prominent
parameters at the different layers of the communication. The
final problem is connected with the management of the
mobility factor. Basically, mobility management is used to
explore the correct connectivity between mobile nodes with
changing addresses. Unfortunately, this is a really challenging
task as such problems need to be solved considering attributes
from different layers apart from the data link layer [2]. One of
the easiest mechanisms to look for the supportive wireless
network during the vertical handoff process is to retain the
interfaces in an active state. At the same time, all the inactive
interfaces should always be avoided as there is larger resource
consumption if the interface is always on active mode;
eventually, there is no data packet to be received. Therefore,
there is an essential need to evolve up with a more customized
and user-centric mechanism that facilitates accessing
diversified services as well as network irrespective of using
single or multiple interfaces of radio [3]. The 5G
communication system possess a device that is capable of
operating different forms of the accessing system using
diversified cards, facilitating the switching mechanism that is
required between different interfaces. A system is required
that can undertake decisions with higher intelligence for
autonomous selection of interfaces in an active mode that
suits well for a specific session of an application. However,
the conditions of the network is another critical factor to affect
the decision-making process in vertical handoff for
facilitating an appropriate switching system from any ongoing
session in active mode to any new active interface.
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At present, there is various work being carried out towards
vertical handoff management [4]. However, they are less
focused on adopting the next generation of the
communication system. Therefore, the proposed system aims
to implement a system that considers all the necessary traits
required to support the vertical handoff mechanism in the 5G
networking system.
According to the proposed system, the vertical handoff is
considered to be taken from macro-cells to small cells under
the 5G networking system. The proposed system also adheres
to the near real-time constraints of the 5G network that makes
the implementation outcome more practical with more scope
of applicability. The organization of the paper is as follows:
Section II discusses about the existing literatures on different
techniques for vertical handoff mechanism followed by a
discussion of the proposed solution and the algorithm
implementation in Section III and IV. Section V discusses
result analysis. Finally, the conclusive remarks are provided
in Section VI.
II. THE BACKGROUND
There have been various works that have been carried out
towards the vertical handoff mechanism discussed in our prior
work [5]. The recent work carried out Bi et al. [6] have
performed the classification of signal strength information
and various other mobility parameters for constructing the
optimal network for effective support of handoff. Fachtali et
al. [7] have used swarm intelligence for improving the
decision in vertical handoff in the wireless system of
communication. Study towards 5G communication system
and handoff operation is carried out by Qiang et al. [8] using a
multi-objective optimization method for facilitating network
selection in the vertical handoff. The study carried out by
Mahardhika et al. [9], and Li et al. [10] have carried out the
vertical handoff operation considering multiple metrics. The
work of Wang et al. [11] has presented a unique scheme of a
selection of decision tree considering distributed vehicular
communication for assisting in better handoff mechanism.
The work of Chen et al. [12] have used q-learning method for
offering better blocking performance over heterogeneous
wireless networks to improve the quality of experience. A
study toward heterogeneous wireless networks was also
carried out by Yang et al. [13], where the authors have
discussed a unique bandit model that uses the elimination of
the state algorithm. Masek et al. [14] have considered the case
study of 5G, where the sharing options for the spectrum are
emphasized for better handoff operation in order to support
the dynamic operation. Xue et al. [15] have presented a
model-driven framework over multipath propagation in
wifi-system. The work of Hseuh and Liu [16] has investigated
the relationship between vertical and horizontal events of
handoff considering cellular networks where the importance
was given to investigate the cost of handoff operation. A study
on handoff schemes is carried out by Kumar et al. [17], where
the cognitive network is considered for performing spectrum
handoff emphasizing over decision making for a better quality
of services. Kustiawan et al. [18] have used fuzzy logic for
formulating an effective decision for vertical handoff to offer
better efficiency of operational time. Ma et al. [19] have
constructed a decision tree using the linearized modeling
method for enhancing the decision making process. Cheelu et
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al. [20] have also used fuzzy logic for exploring the better
form of network configuration, supporting vertical handoff
using a predictive method. The work carried out by Lin et al.
[21] has used optimization techniques in order to address
mobility problems in the next-generation network. Therefore,
the existing system has been targeted to address various
problems associated with the vertical network with diversified
techniques where each method has its own benefits and own
limitation. The next section outlines the research problems.
By Bisio and Sciarrone [22] have presented a selection
mechanism of an explicit network to carry out a vertical
handoff mechanism. Another recent study of Coqueiro et al.
[23] has used fuzzy logic for implementing an
energy-efficient handoff mechanism in a wireless network for
addressing quality of experience. Investigation towards
vertical handoff over the ultra-dense network is carried out by
Jia and Zheng [24], focusing on the optimal allocation of the
resources with better control over traffic performance. Foukas
et al. [25] have presented a technique where vertical handoff
operation is carried out over shorter communication ranges
with a special focus on the energy efficiency of the mobile
device.
From literature survey the identified issues associated with the
existing methods are as follows:
 The existing scheme of vertical handoff is restricted to
mainly use fuzzy logic and common wireless
networks in order to support the existing networking
system.
 The conventional scheme has very less emphasis over
the upcoming networking standards as well as
mobile networking e.g., 5G with respect to vertical
handoff.
 Research towards prioritizing communication over
the high data rate of transmission is less studied over
current times.
 Identification of an optimal decision-making scheme
for vertical handoff without using the conventional
iterative scheme is still an open-end problem.
Therefore, the proposed system aims at “Developing a
cost-effective vertical handoff mechanism for facilitating
better decision-making process without compromising the
data forwarding performance in upcoming dynamic high
transmission rate network.”
III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
This part of the research work is an extension of our prior
modeling [26]. The current work emphasizes the
implementation of the vertical handoff in a network of high
transmission rate i.e., 5G standards. The complete work is
carried out when the mobile user from the macro-cells move
towards small-cells in 5G networks. The adopted scheme of
research is shown in Fig.1
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usage of the constraint spectrum that is a very critical
requirement for channel resource utilization. The study deals
with the problem associated with the design and development
of a novel optimal handoff algorithm considering the
performance metrics of speed, quality-of-services, and
network preferences. The study considers the constraints of
the utilization of channel resources.

QoS in Small-cell

QoS in marcro-cell Networks

State Space

Throughput and Packet Delay
Constraints

Integrated small-cell-macro cell Systems

Channel and Physical Layer Constructs

Effective Bandwidth

Outage Probability

Fig. 1.Adopted Research Scheme
The study is carried out in the presence of near real-time
constraints associated with the data delivery performance as
well as latency in order to adhere to the applicability of the
proposed system with the 5G networks. Therefore, the study
considers an effective channel capacity that is optimally
required to carry out a vertical handoff mechanism over the
macro-cells in order to investigate the usage of the degree of
utilization of the channel resources considering physical
layers. For an effective analysis, the study considers that the
receiving node will be identified on the basis of the
non-erronous node as the idea is to increase the proper
utilization of the network resources.
The proposed mechanism introduces a novel
decision-making block that can permit certain network
systems to have access to another form of the network on the
basis of traffic and session time. The study also formulates
different resource availability and allocation in macro-cell
and small-cell. The study also introduces an effective channel
capacity scheme in order to ensure uniform utilization of the
resources. The study also uses both network and physical
layer and their associated parameters in order to perform the
investigation of the proposed study of vertical handoff. The
core agenda of the study will be to ensure that irrespective of
any form of traffic intensity as well as variable resource
availability, the proposed scheme should be able to offer an
extensive communication with the seamless performance
during handoff operation. The next section outlines the
system design and implementation.

A. Small Cell with Access point for Wireless Network
The cell region of the future generation wireless network
(FGWN), takes a random position of ‘δx’ and ‘δy’ with the
communication range ‘R’ to generate a small cell positioning
to meet the future generation 5G communication standard in
order to comply its goal of reliability along with the desired
data rate and reliability, thereby meeting the objective of
extending the magnified side of the bandwidth signal so that
the coverage can be extended to the wide ranges of the users
or downlinks. The equation (1) and (2) is used to construct the
localization construct of the small cell. Another predictor
variable ‘θ’ as a series with a small incremental value such
that 0 ≤ θ ≤2 π
Δx = R.Cos(θ) + δx
Δy = R.Sin(θ) + δy
2D-Small cellfcell (Δx, Δy, ‘R’)

The initial visualization of the small cell appears as shown in
the figure 2. This cell structure is applicable to the any
network including wireless local area network (WLAN), 4G
as well as 5G based wireless network systems.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The typical design assumption for the unified architecture
of the model for the handoff is for future generation wireless
network that includes various physical layer parameters as
listed in the table 1. as time requires for each distinguish
headers.
Table- I: Physical layer parameters and time taken
Sl. No
1
2
3
4
5

Parameters
PHY-Header
MAC-Header
RTS
CTS
ACK

Values
40-60
20-30
10-20
5-15
5-15

Unit
µs
µs
µs
µs
µs

Fig. 2.Small cell structure of future generation wireless
network
The FGWN will have backward and forward
synchronization for the access technology including CDMA
in 2G and 3G, whereas 4G uses OFDMA(orthogonal
frequency division multiple access) and SC-FDMA(single
carrier frequency division multiple access) for downlink and
uplink respectively, whereas 5G will evolve with the new
access technology, to do mathematical modeling of the system
a unified representation of the access points is represented by
‘Ф’ , the architectural representation of the system model of a
cell with the unified access point is shown in figure 3.

In the previous wireless network generation, the
mechanism for the handoff takes the criteria and constraints of
the cell only, whereas the FGWN operates at multi-layers that
affect adversely due to uneven power distribution and
heterogeneity of the cells architectures and their access
points, as a result of this there exits computational overheads
(complexity) as well degrades the quality of experience. The
optimal usage of layer-wise resources ensures the balanced
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(3)
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functionality test. The Um destination localization is
destination Um 
, The mobile cell user (Um)
source visualization along with the destination visualization is
shown in the figure 5. The final system model architecture is
shown in figure 6.

Fig. 3. Architectural representation of the system model
of cell with unified access point
B. Mobility model of the User
The model uniquely designs a mobility model based on the
probabilistic method of the mobility pattern of the cell or user
device, where the independent variable for the mobile cell
user (Um) starting location sets SL = {Xl , Xh , Yl, Yh}
initializes its value ranging into the unified access point range
(RUAP ). The localization of the Um a dependent variable that
depends upon the SL and to have a uniform probability of
distribution that uses a uniformly distributed random
generator function, where the x and y coordinates vector
computations of X(Um) and Y(Um) uses the equ (4), and equ
(5) respectively.
…..(5)
….(6)
The ‘S’ is a seed in the uniform random generator function
The Um source localization is source. Um 
, The mobile cell user (Um) visualization is
shown in the figure 4.

Fig. 5.Localization of the destination of mobile cell user
(Um) in the Mobility model

Fig. 6. Final architectural representation of the system
model
The step computation, uses
and

Fig. 4.Localization of the source of mobile cell user (Um)
in the Mobility model
The destination of mobile cell user (Um) localization
process for Dx. Um and Dy. Um is constructed with the variants
of { δx, δy, R, Δx, Δy }, which is computed with the eq. (7)
and eq. (8) respectively.
…. (7)
…..(8)
The random seed of the function as ‘S’ generates a random
value in both the cases of Um source and location points for
validating the model as Monte Carlo simulation for the
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The mobility pattern is mapped with the incremental
movement as a random walk from the source to the
destination point in such a way that the speed is controlled
with a variable parameter. Therefore, with this deployment of
the macro and the small cell access points along with the
random walk model of mobility, the unified architecture is
prepared to be synchronous for the FGWNs.
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In order to validate the architecture, three processes,
namely 1) Only Handoff, 2) only admission control, and 3)
jointly admission control along with Handoff, is simulated.
Section V describes the significance of its performance.
V. UNIFIED ARCHITECTURE OF FGWN
VALIDATION AND RESULTS
The unified architectural model of FGWN is
mathematically modelled and simulated on an efficient
numecial computing platform, MATLAB, where different
attributes of the physical layer, network layer frame
specification, and unified access points specification are
taken as an independent varibale. The simulation parametrs
are listed in the table 1 and table 2.
Table- II: Parameter for simulation
Sl. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Parameters
Acess Categories
Trasmission Opportunity
Arbitration interframe
space number
Minimum contention
window
Maximum contention
window
Maximum backoff stage
Constant probability of
collision

Values
1,2,3,4
5
1
1

32

5, 6, 4, 7, 8, 2, 1, 5, 6,4
12, 15, 4, 10, 12, 23, 64,
87, 4, 21
In 802.11 channel accesses, there are many mechanisms
used to minimize the likelihood of frame collisions by
multiple stations attempting to access the transmission
medium simultaneously [27]. The HCF is an optional access
method that may be used in addition to DCF, which was
introduced to support QoS. HCF assimilated elements of both
DCF and PCF mechanisms, creating a contention-based HCF
method, called EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access
method), and a contention-free HCF method, called HCCA.
EDCA is a means of prioritizing contention-based wireless
medium (WM) access by classifying 802.11 traffic types as 4
different Access Categories (AC). Whereas HCCA was
designed to provide parameter-based contention-free
transmission opportunities (TXOPs). The TXOP is used in
wireless networks supporting the IEEE 802.11e Quality of
Service enhancement and specifies the amount of time a
station can send frames when it has won contention for the
wireless medium. Used in both EDCA and HCCA modes of
operation, the TXOP increases throughput and reduces the
delay of QoS data frames via eliminating contention periods
between transmissions.
The access categories have different channel access
parameters, such as AIFS (Arbitration Interframe Spacing),
duration, contention window size, and TXOP limit.There are
8 priority levels per station mapped to 4 access categories
(AC) namely Background category, Best Effort category,
video category and voice category each with different TXOP.
Background and Best Effort categories must contend for the
wireless medium for each and every frame they send and
video category and voice category can send as many frames it
can within the allotted time. Once its TXOP is done, it must
contend for the wireless medium again if it has additional
frames to send. Once that frame is sent, it must contend for the
wireless medium again with the CCA (Clear Channel
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Assessment),
NAV(Network
Allocation
Vector),
AIFS(Arbitration InterFrame space) , and CW.
The purpose of an IFS (Inter frame space) is both to provide a
time between frames to avoid interference as well as to add
control and to prioritize frame transmissions [27].After a
mobile station has observed an idle wireless medium with
carrier sense (CS) for the appropriate IFS interval an
additional deferral period must be observed before
transmission of an data frames. The deferral period is known
as a random backoff period and is selected at random by the
mobile station from a window of possible values called a
contention window (CW). In 802.11 CSMA/CA most
important mechanism used to prevent collisions is the random
backoff process.
The analysis is carried out with respect to three different
schemes namely i) handoff without any admission control; ii)
admission control without any vertical handoff scheme iii)
joint handoff with admission control. In the legacy wireless
network the contention characteristics imposes various
challenges for achieving efficient radio access. The collision
avoidance in MAC protocols with the backoff mechanism is
tested with the optimal adjustment of the contention window
to minimize the colloision probability in the proposed
architecture of unified FGWN. The behavioural analysis of
the backoff stages with the varying windows size is shown in
the figure7 as below.

Fig. 6.Analysis of Backoff Counter
Figure 7 depicts the analysis of Backoff stages with
varying contention window size. It can be observed from the
graph that when the backoff stage is at zero, nodes start
transmitting without any collision. As the number of nodes
increases eventually, then there is more probability of
collision in the existing system indicated by negative values in
the above graph. In contrast to that proposed system has
positive values which mean less collision probability, which
validates the consistancy of the proposed method. The figure
8 shows the behaviour of the both existing methods along with
the proposed method, the percentage probability of the packet
transmission. The analysis of transmission probability graph
with respect to the changing contention window range reveals
that,
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the proposed system attains higher probability as compared to
the both existing systems. In the existing system, the scheme
with the vertical handoff exhibits better probality of packet
transmission as compare to the only admission control
without handoff method.

presence of signal outages over 5G networks. This proposed
study contributes to utilizing the characteristics of the small
and macro cells in order to offer a vertical handoff mechanism
where an uninterrupted communication is retained over the
5G network. The main contribution of the proposed system
are i) it jointly uses small cells and macrocells along with
effective utilization of channel resources, ii) it considers the
near real-time constraints associated with latency and
throughput factor associated with transmission of heavier files
over 5G network, iii) the outcome shows that proposed
optimal scheme offers significant success over the access
management during handoff whereas in existing system it is
carried out by each network
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